1973 honda cb360

In , Honda CB to the onerous task of succeeding the CB the by-cylinder , which was one of the
best sales in its time. The line is more modern than the CB , the exhaust systems are identified
for many. The engine is an evolution of CB The increase in displacement was mainly operated in
a sense of reliability. The power supplied by the engine is mounted to 34 hp instead of 36 hp by
the CB , but it is produced 1 rpm earlier. In use, CB is less nervous than its predecessor. In , the
machine disappears from the catalog 2 years after its marketing to be replaced by the Honda CB
without having seen the success of the CB Road Test Cycle The Honda CB G, a twin-cylinder cc
touring motorcycle, still stands as Honda's most popular family member despite the fact that it
is somewhat outdated by Honda's standards. It has been a part of the Honda lineup for many
years now and has been overshadowed by the razzmatazz of all the Honda Fours. The "G"
shares show room space with the CB- Four, a very similar mount of almost the same
displacement but differing in that it has only two cylinders. Even though this competition
between the two models is a bit unfair due to the new Four's greater publicity, people are still
writing out checks for the twin, partly because of the reputation of the previous CB's K-1, K-2, et
al. We found in our test of this most recent variation on the twin-cylinder CB that this buyer
loyalty is very much deserved. There are a few real differences between the new "G" and its
immediate precessor, the K-4, besides the usual handful of cosmetic changes made by most
manufacturers with every new model year. The first and readily obvious alteration is the new
disc brake up front. Honda's d. Things can get very touchy when riding over gravel, oil slicks
and the like, so careful control of front wheel braking under those circumstances is vital. The
new disc increases that control and is a welcome change for that reason. With the new brake
comes a new complementary wheel hub assembly much like those on any of this new bike's
bigger brothers, but with somewhat longer spokes tying into a small center hub. This makes the
laced wheel more bendable than the more direct, more rigid lacing of the drum brake wheel
assembly. Certainly, though, the CB G is meant for smooth pavement and not the pounding of a
motocross course. You'll also note a cute eyelid over all the new Honda discs, a fender to
prevent water and grit in solution from being thrown back all over the engine. There's no oil
seepage or leaking at all, and it is certainly one of the tightest and most neatly designed
powerplants running on two wheels despite its great complexity. The CB twins actually 's
represent the latest in Honda four-stroke technology, employing a single overhead cam and a
short piston stroke for high cruising speeds and high rpm power. The carburetion is on the
healthy side, too, using a pair of 28mm Kehins. The large choke diameters allow free breathing
at high rpm, yet low rpm operation has not been adversely affected, so often the case with
attendant low intake velocities which can be caused by over-carburetion. Power from the twin is
taken back to the transmission from the right side of the crank and delivered through
double-row, staggered-tooth, straight-cut say that fast 10 times gearing to the clutch. The
transmission on the "B" has been altered so that this year riders need not fumble with the
awkWard, up-around-here-over-to-there linkage used by the K's heretofore. The old system
used to shift a lot side to side; now it pushes the shifting rod up and down, too, ameliorating the
problem of tricky shifting in earlier models. The new lever selects from among five speeds
within the box,. The power delivery makes the transmission very easy to work with. The cc
engine pumps out somewhere between 25 and 30 horsepower, with the power peak a little
above rpm. The tach is no longer red-lined at the 10,plus rpm figure on previous K's, and we
found no internal engine modifications to account for this. The red line has apparently been
changed in the interest of reliability, making most riders shift up a bit sooner. The really
outstanding feature is good low-end power and high revving ability. This is a case of having
your cake and eating it too. Hence, there is no need to keep a watchful eye on the tach to see
that revs are kept at a certain low point of power dropoff. You can shift at 6, rpm as comfortably
as at 9, rpm; in either case you can get around quite smartly. Although the "G" isn't the fastest
or nimblest bike in its class, it has respectable acceleration times nevertheless. In fact, it will
wisk a rider through the "quarter" a bit faster than the CB Four mentioned earlier. Top speed is
just short of the century mark, or "the ton" as it's called on the other side of the pond, and is,
we think, just a matter of gearing. The "G" is capable of cracking that ego barrier after sufficient,
break-in mileage and the addition of another tooth on the primary drive sprocket. While sheer
power isn't this bike's strong suit, handling and balance definitely are. The new version of the
CB carries the same frame as the K's and maintains their high degree of straight-line stability
through the corners. The high-speed cruising ability offered by the running gear is as much an
asset to touring as the engine's willingness to maintain that speed. This, too, comes from only a
inch wheelbase, a component that is usually kept long for stability. This short wheelbase makes
weaving through traffic a snap, and wheeling the bike around in your garage won't involve a lot
of tugging at the rear grab bar to get the thing turned around. The riding weight is substantial,
as one would expect in an overhead cam design. Wet, the machine weighs about lbs. In

comparison, a Triumph twin with more than double this bike's displacement tips the scales at
only 30 lbs. The fly in the ointment for most motorcycles is vibration and the G is no exception.
Honda neatly avoids it with four-cylinder designs. Honda's twin will do everything its Four will
do and in most cases do it better, except in the smoothness department. To make the buzz of
the "G" worse, it seems to occur at just the wrong place in the rpm range. The most noticeable
vibration occurs at just over 60 mph and remains until 70 or 75 mph is reached. For jaunts of
more than miles this poses a very important problem â€” rider fatigue. Gas mileage on the "G"
by the way, is excellent ; 50 mpg is common. A functional as well as finishing touch to the new
"G:' is a set of warning lights situated between the instruments and arranged vertically. The
lights indicate a flashing turn signal, high-beam and oil pressure. Two small features that could
have been changed on the "G," but weren't, are the ignition switch and the horn. Both occupy.
The ignition switch is hard to get at and you can't see what position it's in unless you do a
one-footed balancing act over the side of the bike or dismount completely to take a look. The
horn just can't be heard at any distance. One of the best features of the "G" which it shares with
previous CB's is the really good electrical system. The battery at no time had difficulty starting
the engine choke full-on, of course; it's a Honda and the lighting is outstanding. The turn
signals are bright and crisp, the tail light is huge, and the headlight brightens the dark road
ahead magnificently. We're very glad to see this quality on some of the smaller machines. It
used to be that most 's making their way down a country road at night would, at a distance, look
like someone moving down a dark corridor with a flickering candle. The lights on this machine
are safe and inspire confidence while riding at night. Taken individually, the attributes of the CB
G aren't that astounding, but combined they make it a dandy package. In fact, a great attraction
of the machine is its balance of price, weight, performance, quality and handling. Honda's CB
bikes have become the most popular motorcycle model ever sold, and the "G" is the best yet in
the series. There was some talk that the twins would soon be replaced completely by the fours,
but apparently Honda is smart enough to stick to a good thing. We hope they hang onto it for
many more years to come. Source Cycle Home Manufacturer Contact. Honda CB G. Make
Model. Four stroke, parallel twin cylinder, SOHC, 2 valve per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Cooling
System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Semi-double
cradle. Front Suspension. Telescopic forks. Rear Suspension. Front Brakes. Single disc. Rear
Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Picture credits - tari.
Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review
Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List
related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the
respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web
uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle
catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other bike. Displacement
:. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance quotes from the
nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers.
Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join
the 73 Honda CB discussion group or the general Honda discussion group. List related bikes
for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of related motorbikes before
you buy this Honda. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the riders' comments at the
bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair costs, etc. Show any Honda
CB for sale on our Bikez. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are
advertised in the future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are
also welcome to read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Honda bike.
Engine performance for the Honda CB You can also compare bikes. But just how much change
can be made by increasing the number on the side covers by 10, from to ? Quite a lot, as it
turned out. The was no minor upgrade from the It had a new chassis and some new running
gear. The old in actuality was only cc, with a 67mm bore, Change is necessary. Suzuki had the
TS twin and GT triple. While Yamaha had the kick-butt RD twin. Road testers of the time had
varied opinions as to the rideability of the The one constant complaint was about the vibration
of the degree twin. Also, the engine had been detuned in order to enhance the torque, so while
the boasted 36 horses at 10, rpm, the was down to 34 at 9, Honda felt that this less-peaky engine
would make the bike more fun to ride around town. It was definitely a short-haul machine, as
nobody seemed to like the saddle for long trips. Internally the bearings on the crankshaft had
been strengthened, and those who enjoyed abusing their engines were less concerned about
bottom-end problemsâ€¦not that the had really had any. More important to the home mechanic,
and most owners of the who did not have the money to pay a professional, the obnoxious oil
slinger that passed the lubricant through a filter was redesigned to make access to, and
replacement of, the cleanable filter much easier. The tensioner on the rather long chain driving

the single overhead camshaft had also been altered, as the previous roller-wheel design had
often been over-tightened by inexperienced types, leading to disastrous endings. Now there
was a simple slipper-type adjuster, easier for the casual wrench-wielder to do properly.
However, a recall in April of was due to malfunctioning slippers, and dealers would install a new
version, which worked well. Adjusting clearances on the four valves was simplified by using
setscrews at the tips of the rocker arms secured by old-fashioned locknuts. Major change was
in the two carburetorsâ€”instead of the previous slide types, the new ones were of the
constant-vacuum varietyâ€”and test riders complained about them being too sensitive. The
rubber blocks in the rear hub, which were intended to ease tension on the chain final drive, were
considered by some a bit too soft, contributing to jerkiness. Straight-cut gears went from the
crankshaft to the transmission, which now had a sixth gear. A number of riders felt the extra
gear was unnecessary, as too many gears can be as frustrating as too few. Ride reviews found
some testers complaining that the gears were now too closely spaced; others said the spacing
was perfect. The most important change was the new tubular frame, with a single downtube,
splitting off to create a cradle under the engine. Of note was the improved quality of the welds in
the frame; their aesthetics were a couple of notches above what people had been used to
seeing from Honda. Then Honda decided to retrograde the bike, coming out with the CJ model,
which had no electric starter, drum brakes fore and aft and a 5-speed transmission. The
two-into-two exhaust was changed to a less costly two-into-one running out the right side, and
the centerstand was deleted. And the price lowered. Maybe that sixth gear was not necessary. I
have one of these that I rescued a few years ago from a garage that it had sat in since Its a
quality motorcycle for that time. It keeps its battery nicely charged and it always starts right up
even though it still has the original probably factory original points in it. But its a vibey, twitchy
little punk of a motorcycle. It is hard to believe that something so slow, and so outdated can still
be a legal vehicle. Although I once hit 85 mph indicated on the bike, its happiest around 55 and
even then my hands go numb after half an hour. The CB is more of a conversation piece than it
is a vehicle. One guy wanted to commute on the bike 50 miles round trip into Boston! Its not the
bike for that, its for puttering 2 miles to a cafe. I found that going up to a tooth countershaft
sprocket on my CL helped the highway performance and vibration significantly. The engine
easily has enough torque to drive it; and I commute 30 miles at mph everyday. The main issue
with the bike is keeping up with maintenance as that kind of pace eats through tires and chains
quickly and oil change intervals are short. I also rewired the rear turn signals for dual filament
bulbs and converted to red lenses so I now have two marker lights and the tail light on at all
times. I added a real halogen headlight and upgraded the rectifier to handle it. These changes
improve visibility a lot and bring the bike up to a more modern standard but the frame,
suspension and tire options ultimately limit the performance â€” not much can be done for that
without spending a lot more money than the bike will ever be worth. Just my two cents. I grew
up with the bike and got stories to beat the band. I used mine to go to work miles from my
house,a great around town bike. Just a blast. My father sold mine when I went into the army and
was stationed in Korea. Yes I was pissed and still hold him accountable today. If you have the
bike and want it to go to a good home you found it. I live in Maine. Hit me up thanks Scott. No
idea how to hit you up Scott. My first motorcycle was an orange CL Honda. Now this is no BS. I
was living in Utah at the time and two weeks after learning to ride, 3 friends from California
stopped by and asked if I wanted to go on a cross-country trip. Given the vibes at the time, I
said sure and off we went. By the time we reached Chicago I was getting the hang of it but my
hands were completely numb from the vibration. We continued on to N. Y then to Canada and
finally to Seattle where we parted ways. My friends returned to California and I to Utah. We
travelled 10, miles. The only thing I did along the way was to change the oil. Wind was a
challenge, rain not so bad and keeping up a chore but I managed. This was a great bike
considering the year and size. Maybe I will look around for another CL just for the fun of it. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South
Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine. Please enter your comment! Please enter your
name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Clement
Salvadori - February 19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, As the bike now needed an engine
rebuild, Guillaume decided to make a few modifications so that Maude would be able to keep up
with the larger engined bikes produced by the garage over the past couple of years. The first
order of business was to bore out the cylinders to cc and add twin high-compression Wiseco
pistons, the new head was then ported and polished before having a stage 4 Web camshaft
installed. The next addition was a new electronic ignition by Pamco, a MotoGadget Motoscope
gauge and a matching pair of Mikuni VM30 carburettors. A new 2-into-1 exhaust the work of
Jason Hunt and a new clutch was added. To make sure the CB was going to handle as
predictably as possible the 39 year old springs were removed and replaced with FOX Podium R

rear shock absorbers and RaceTech cartridge emulators in the forks with Progressive springs.
Once all the important mechanicals were sorted a pair of Tarrozzi clip ons were installed with
Tomaselli grips, a custom leather seat was commissioned and a nice pair of sticky Continental
Road Attack 2 tires were installed. The completed bike is a great example of the aesthetic style
of Purebreed Cycles â€” elegant and well-engineered. Silodrome was founded by Ben back in ,
in the years since the site has grown to become a world leader in the alternative and vintage
motoring sector, with millions of readers around the world and many hundreds of thousands of
followers on social media. This article and its contents are protected by copyright, and may only
be republished with a credit and link back to Silodrome. The Vincent Black Shadow is one of
few motorcycles that can truthfully claim to be powered by an engine designed by a man who
would go on to design a Formula 1 World Championship winningâ€¦. Read More. Available via
Flatpack Projects. Living as we do in the age ofâ€¦. This would be a victory thatâ€¦. Growing Old
Disgracefully is an Australian documentary film about motorcycles and families, and how
relationships change over time. Most people outside of Australia will never have seen this film,
in fact many in Australia haveâ€¦. A mining town miles northeastâ€¦. Ben Branch. Published by
Ben Branch - December 8th Australian British Custom Motorcycles Motorcycles. Books British
Cafe Racers Motorcycles. British Custom Motorcycles Motorcycles. Australian Films
Motorcycles. American Books Motocross Motorcycles. Make Honda. Model CB. Full custom
restoration by Metric Motorbikes. Features include custom paint and seat,. Starts on first kick
every time. Only miles, which were mostly put on by Metric during break in and testing.
Reasonable offers considered. Model CB This is my CB Twin and I really enjoy this bike for
putting around town but I don't ride it enough to justify keeping it. This thing never disapoints to
put a smile on anyones face that rides it. The brakes have been recently serviced, the carbs
went through, newer points and new oil in the forks. The electric start button does not work I
assume because of a wire short, that being said the key ignition works and it kicks over second
try cold. Tires still have life but would change within miles. Selling my Cjt. Bike has full cafe
racer conversion, runs great, will do highway speeds and get around 40mpg. Asking obo text or
call with any questions. I prefer text. Up for sale is my Honda CB The bike is solid and ready to
ride, but could use a few minor adjustments to make it reliable and road worthy. Everything has
been stripped down no speedo, tach, turns, etc. Inspection is good until mid It currently has
classic motorcycle plates that will need to be transferred to the buyer. The title is clear and in
my name. Also, the motor hangs after giving it throttle before returning to idle. I believe the
carbs need to be re-synced and the timing checked. Model CB A basic run down of the specs:
air cooled, parallel twin cylinder, 6-speed, kick and electric start, disc brake in the front, drum in
the back pretty much sums it up! In it's day, this was one of the most popular motorcycles ever
sold and is a true piece of motorcycling history! This bike had recently received a major tune up
and is ready to go. New cam chain tensioner, valve adjustment, oil change and filter, carb clean,
air filter, full balance and tune, new rear tire and tube front tire is in excellent condition , topped
off with a full detail and buffing of the all the chrome and tank. This bike has an appropriate
amount of patina for it's age and is by no means in museum quality condition, but runs well and
is overall very clean nonetheless. Model Cb Parts or fix up??? Runs and shifts fine. Has a small
oil leak. We need to sell this bike quickly. This Bike Runs Strong. Looks Cool. Very Clean. Is
ready for you to put the finishing touches on it. We've done all the hard work. Polished and
Painted much of it. Tank and Side Covers are original Paint. Original Gas Tank Cleaned and
Lined. Original Side Covers. Original Controls. Original Pipes no rust. New Mirrors. New Tires.
New Ballistic Battery. Custom Seat. New Clubman Handlebars. New Risers. New Grips. New
Levers. New Rear Sets. New Horn. New LED Taillight. Original Gauges everything works.
Original Fenders. Original Headlight. New Starter Button. New Stainless Bolts on Engine. New
Starter Solenoid. New Points. Valves and Timing Adjusted. New Fuel Filter. New Valve Caps.
Clymer Manual. New Rectifier. Rust Free. Replaced with used Starter Motor. New Rear Brake
Shoes. Other Spare Parts on hand. VIN Theft Checked. Needs Titled. Comes with Notarized Bill
of Sale. Simply get inspected, complete State paperwork to achieve a "Classic Motorcycle Title",
total cost for Titling is approx. This Bike is a Real Eye Catcher. We left some of the original
patina look to it. But, you can give it your custom paint job. Countless hours of cleaning,
polishing, painting, fine tuning. More pics available upon request. Will be posted on eBay in a
week or so. Model Cb. This is a 2 year model, hard to find in this great shape, and known
history. Clear TN title. A few things to note: 1. The electric starter isn't working currently but it's
just the copper wire behind the starter button that's unconnected. Easy fix. The gas tank and
seat are not original. The exhaust pipes are not original either but are OEM replacement parts.
I'll only accept cash for the bike. This bike only has 7, miles on it. We recently had the
carburetors rebuilt by a professional Honda mechanic. There is also a brand new battery. Please
call or text Brent at This bike is turn key needs nothing. Fast and fun have a great time while

making a good investment. Great patina on original orange flake paint. Normal paint wear on a
40 year old bike. Clear and registered in Cal. Great bike Up for sale is my incredible Honda CBT.
Original miles. All parts, numbers matched and original. This is not a project bike or sitting
years by years. Then get savage parts from here to there to make it run. Is ready to ride
anywhere and won't broke down on you. Factory Light Ruby Red on the bike is original and
never repaint. Excepted the new Clubman bar, rear view mirrors,turn single lights and tail light.
This bike run and look in excellent running condition. I did upgraded her to cafe racer style, is
not because of look also give a better handling. Honda only manufacture this model for only 3
years. It also the first one came with front hydraulic disc brake. With 30 cc more which compare
to the CB and a great 6 speed transmission. Fresh motul oil changed. Air filter replaced. Point
and gap replaced. Carburetor clean and synchronized. New Battery. New front and rear tires. I
am not a racer, but I did tested the bike, it run up to plus easy, smooth not even feel hot or
difficult to run. Is summer time now, if you plan to have a classic, vintage, collectible, cafe racer,
valuable and reliable motorcycle. This will be the one will let you enjoy it and give you lots of
fun. You can do a compare before come down, you will find out this like is really great care and
in excellent condition. You will have to see in person to believe. Sorry Helmet and goggles not
included. Payson, AZ. Coconut Creek, FL. Easton, PA. Cheyenne, WY. Rock Springs, WY. Mill
Valley, CA. South Kingstown, RI. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Cb Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Cb Year Make Honda
Model Cb. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Chain 20 Belt 2. Twin, Four-stroke 42
Electric 4. Google Ads. Honda Cb For Sale 54 results. Refine search. Carbs cleaned, rebuilt and
synched, brake caliper and master cylinder rebuilt, new battery last fallOther NOS and OEM
Honda parts too numerous to mentionAll lights and electrics work properlyAll other
maintenance items are doneStarts and rides like Honda Cb The motor had miles and has a
complete new top end with. Tank, side covers, fenders and bucket painted with GM Bahama
Blue which closely matches the original color but with a deeper luster. New master cylinder for
front brake, fork oil, rear shocks, ignition switch, big aggressive tires, rear brake switch and rear
light with custom chopped rear fender. Tucson, AZ 3 years ebay. A few dings in tank and a dent
in the Honda Logo on the right side of the gas tank see photo. I also have the original owners
manual and tool kit, in new condition.. Similar motorcycles: Honda Cb In Tennessee. Engine is
original engine with low miles on it and strong compression. All rewired under the seat. Custom
made leather seat. Bike has new 16'' rims front and back with new tires and re-spoked rims. For
sale locally in chicago as well. Pick up or delivery available. Thanks and happy bidding. Runs
and drives great. Bos provided no title. Honda CB 6-speed transmission All tune up done
starting with valve adjustments, ignition timing, points set, carbs completely cleaned and
adjusted. Frame in excellent condition with original. Bike is in great shape! I also have the pink
slip for it. Registration is current. The bike has been mainly rebuilt. New tires, shocks, tank,
electric start, grips, etc with vintage frame, engine, tranny, etc. Top local mechanics that did the
carb adjustments and maintenance think the odometer milage is very close to accurate. For the
sharp-eyed: not original handlebars, mirrors, or indicator lights. Tires still have life but would
change within miles.. The electric start button does not work I assume because of a wire short,
that being said the key ignition works and it kicks over second try cold. Clean title, ride it home,
needs nothing. Have video of it running and riding. Can send upon request. Will assist in
shipping. This is listed locally and will take down this listing if sold. Up for sale is my Honda CB
The bike is solid and ready to ride, but could use a few minor adjustments to make it reliable
and road worthy. Everything has been stripped down no speedo, tach, turns, etc. Inspection is
good until mid The title is clear and in my name. Also, the motor hangs after giving it throttle
before returning to idle. I believe the carbs need to be re-synced and the timing checked. From
the original hand grips to control levers, seat, tank, And many more. Every custom touch from
the one-off exhaust to headers and many cosmetic touches. Survivor CBt cb t 5k miles nice! I
have a really nice low mileage all original survivor cbt Miles. The entire collection has been kept
in great shape in a climate controlled environment and has been taken care of professionally
over the years. That said this sale is offered as-is, where-is with no warranties, express, implied
or any other kind. Not all bikes come with titles due to their vintage nature - bill of sale will be
provided when the titles are not available. Currently has no fluids in them since they have been
winterized last year. Medford, NJ 3 years ebay. Badges and engine side covers have been
painted black with high-temp Krylon and installed with new gaskets and stainless steel
hardware. Comes with one extra engine. It has not run in about 3
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months and needs to new battery, but the carbs have been recently gone thru and has good
compression. The brakes are locked up and won't even roll, but could be broke lose or need to
be replaced. Rebuilt carbs, new tires, new battery, headlamp, gaslines, petcock etc. Included is
a blue tank. Tank damaged. Selling my Cjt. Bike has full cafe racer conversion, runs great, will
do highway speeds and get around 40mpg. Asking obo text or call with any questions. Chrome
is rough in places but it is all there. This would be a great beginner bike or easy resto. One side
cover is missing and one was repaired. Good clean SC title.. The possibilities are unlimited
Miles. Atlanta, GA 4 years showmethead. Xxxx honda cb lots of new part. Divorcing and must
sell. New cam chain tensioner, valve adjustment, oil change and filter, carb clean, air filter, full
balance and tune, new rear tire and tube front tire is in excellent condition , topped off with a full
detail. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

